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The Crisis Resource Center(CRC) is a digital resource that was launched by the Pacific Asia Travel Association
(PATA) in 2020 in response to our member’s urgent need for crisis leadership.
The vision of the CRC is to lead, coordinate and sustain a comprehensive world-class digital resource for
crisis response, management, and recovery for the Asia Pacific Travel Industry.
For more information, please visit us at crc.PATA.org or contact us directly at crc@PATA.org.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 Pandemic has evolved from its first detection in late 2019 to one of the most significant
and existential threats to global travel and tourism. In early 2020 within a matter of weeks the virus
closed borders, halted the aviation sector, and effectively stopped the tourism sector in its tracks.
The damage to destinations and the businesses they supported has been unprecedented and no
Destination Manager or business was prepared for a crisis of this scale. COVID-19 could not be treated as
a simple crisis that could be managed and contained. This was a global phenomenon and has changed
the world. Tourism can no longer be considered in isolation and has become linked to globalization,
health, transportation and immigration process. Beyond the restrictions and protocols that have
stopped or reduced travel, the economic impacts of the pandemic have impacted personal wealth and
disposable income and changed the markets for travel.
Looking backwards to the tourism strategies of 2019 is of little use. Markets, distribution and products
have all changed dramatically and as travel re-opens we are learning more about the new world we are
operating in. Destinations that are starting to see a return to growth and businesses are those that have
had a plan in place. But even this growth needs to be redefined. Tourism is becoming smaller, simpler
and more managed than before.
To succeed in this environment needs planning that is data driven, informed and part of a broader
strategy to support and sustain the sector to support a phased, structured return to growth. These
training resources are a base guide for destinations to work towards the creation a qualified adaptive
recovery strategy.
This strategy must address three key phases:

•

React: Responding to and managing the current situation and initiate restarting travel

•

Rethink: Working in partnership with the trade to re-evaluate and prioritize products, markets
and channels

•

Recover: Shape a new strategy for a phased return to growth in the new global market
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IMPORTANT NOTE:
There is no such thing as a “one size fits all’ Destination Marketing Strategy, and certainly not a recovery
strategy that can be applied to all destinations.
Each destination has its own unique products and experiences and uses different channels to reach
very different customers in many different markets. Even before COVID 19there were significant changes
to Destination marketing and management around the world. The dominance of digital channels for
both marketing and sales has reshaped travel and increased the role of the trade in direct marketing
and management of sales channels. Destination managers are increasingly working in partnership with
the trade to amplify their efforts and reach broader audiences, while creating an enabling environment
for business and regulating and managing the sector.
Destination strategy needs careful evaluation of market data, arrivals, and sales, and now as we plan
for recovery, close work with the travel trade to re-evaluate the sector is essential. No single approach
will work with all destinations and no case studies or examples will be of use for all destinations, as
campaigns and content that work for one destination will likely not work for another.
The resources here are a guide for a managed discussion with Destination Managers and the trade and
will need to be adapted for each destination. This will include gaining access to and using data to guide
the discussion, as well as past and current destination marketing materials and case studies, as listed in
the Facilitator Guide.

FACILITATOR REQUIREMENTS:
The facilitator for these sessions will need to have destination marketing experience and a good
knowledge of the destination in which they are being held.
They should plan these sessions with the DMO and invite attendees which should include both DMO
and trade representation, ideally an equitable range of trade associations.
The facilitator will also need to gain access and compile data, research and analytics as listed. They
should undertake analysis of the same and add and include examples of this data as reference points
during these discussions and add slides accordingly.
Local content, marketing materials and campaigns should also be sourced and added to these
materials as local case studies, together with a selection of material from other similar destinations for
comparison.
The PATA CRC should also be used as part of these discussions, and the facilitator should familiarize
themselves with the CRC content and resources, including the planning tool (which is used as a
practical demonstration in these sessions) and the sectoral kits.
Finally, and importantly, the COVID-19 crisis remains fluid and the situation and future projections are
subject to constant change, and facilitators should adapt these materials accordingly.
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SESSION I:
DESTINATIONS REACTING
TO COVID-19
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SESSION I

Many destinations responded to the arrival of the COVID-19 crisis by activating PR and communications
based crisis management strategies that were designed for short term crises with media statements and
containment strategies that were designed to deal with immediate challenges and stay the course of a
return to business as usual.
These strategies for the largest part did not work. They were not designed to manage a long term global
phenomenon that could be contained and would cease all global travel and fundamentally change its
return. As the pandemic has grown, plateaued and now enters a potential second wave, most DMOs and
businesses are still in crisis response mode, and as the situation remains fluid need to evolve and adapt
their crisis responses and management with access to reliable data and information.
The spread of COVID-19 has been coupled with a resultant ‘infodemic’ of often unreliable information
spread by social media and mixed messaging by the Government and private sector. The response from
the travel trade at both a public (DMO) and private sector level has often been disjointed.
While businesses and some DMOs have felt the need to provide market reassurance and positivity, most
government decisions and messaging are driven from a public health standpoint and have erred on the
side of caution. This means that placatory messages downplaying risk are being released in parallel with
messages of caution and restriction, and these often end up being simultaneously published in social
media- leading to an ongoing widespread confusion in the trade. One common example of this has been
airlines opening sales of flights to destinations that have made no agreements to open their borders, to
make speculative sales of flights that will be re-booked or re-scheduled.
As more information becomes clear, we can see that while many destinations and business players
are focusing on market reassurance and releasing positive destination content and hoping to shift
to a recovery footing as soon as possible, the emerging reality is that this crisis will have far reaching
negative impacts on the sector and that recovery will likely be slow and phased.
Solving this means creating centralized qualified information hubs and a means of responding to
enquires from government, trade and potential travellers.
Digital media has played an essential role in keeping international travellers, partners and trade
informed and aware of the destination status and recovery plans.
Retaining a clear web-based centre for this information that is updated regularly is essential. This
means having a clear ‘COVID-19 Updates” section on your website with relevant information that moves
with time from reactive content for those effected by the crisis to proactive messaging outlining your
preventative measures for COVID-19 mitigation and reopening.
This information and resources should be shareable and accessible to your trade for sharing to their
own networks via online links and regular updated information.
Remember to keep this messaging ephemeral on both your website and social updates. This means
that when information is no longer relevant or accurate, be sure that it is deleted so that it does not
appear in search results or on social platforms where it may have been shared by users.
While destinations are facing their own individual challenges dealing with the control and management
of the crisis, there is a need for better international sharing of information and communication to
address regional and global challenges at hand for air access, agreed airport management protocols
and immigration processing.
To fully address this crisis, both Destination Managers and businesses have to move beyond damage
control and market reassurance, and develop strategies that will guide them through focussed proactive
management of the crisis, immediate action to protect and sustain their sector, and be fully prepared to
enter into recovery and return to growth.
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Working with communications professionals to develop comprehensive communications plans that
separate and address:

•

Reactive and media based communication

•

Corporate Communication including public statements, lobbying for increased budgets and
negotiation communications for bilateral travel agreements

By working in partnership, DMOs and the private sector can carry out continual localized research to
inform decision making and recovery planning.
During this time this Threat and Risk Assessment and Management of potential situations is essential to
address:

•

Lack of accurate data and intelligence

•

Managing reduction, closure and planned re-openings of air routes

•

Closure of tourism sites, attractions and businesses

•

Disruption and cancellations in the MICE sector

•

Loss of business and potential bankruptcy of tour operators already managing with narrow
margins of profitability and subsequent economic collapse and loss of business and resultant
unemployment and economic uncertainty

•

Loss of key source markets that have sustained destinations and products

•

Need for leadership for the trade and stakeholders to provide support, solutions and strategy

•

Need to explore and lobby for government support, increased budgets, and economic stimulus

•

Need to hold and manage stakeholder and partner forums

ACTIONS:

•

Creating PPP based task forces to regularly meet, assess and manage the situation
on the ground

•

Develop a portal with updated comprehensive destination information,
recommendations and direction to the tourism industry and other key stakeholders
with frequent updates

•

Hold online trade engagement and surveys locally and internationally to gain realtime intelligence

•

Plan an immediate digital campaign to amplify social media content to retain
engagement and keep the destination top of mind for future travel

•

Set aside time, human resources and budget for recovery strategy planning
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SESSION PLANNING
INSTRUCTOR/MODERATOR:
Topics: Reaction and Response to the COVID-19 Crisis
Duration of Session (1 Hour Presentation and 1 Hour guided discussion):
Audience:		

DMO

		

Trade/Sectoral Association

Both

Session Summary: In this session we will look at the current global situation and the impact
of the COVID-19 crisis on tourism, and prioritize the need for a distinct plan for recovery in
three phases.
This session will look at the base needs for managing a destination or tourism business in
this new environment when it comes to proactive communication and response to an ever
changing situation.
Objectives: To have the attendees grasp the importance of action planning and dangers of
inaction, and the need to develop and enact a three phased structured plan for recovery.
During this session they will discuss the first phase: REACT
And from there they will formulate a plan to ensure that they effectively manage the ongoing
impacts of the pandemic.
Desired Outcomes:

•
•
•

PPP based task force to regularly meet, assess and manage the situation on the
ground
Portal with updated comprehensive destination information, recommendations and
direction to the tourism industry and other key stakeholders
Plan to allocate time, human resources and budget for recovery strategy planning

Teaching Methods: Presentation and guided discussion
Base Requirement for Attendees:

•
•
•

DMO Management Roles
Members of the Trade working in Partnership with the DMO
Supporting Agencies

Resources Required:

•
•

Presentation Materials as Attached
Overview and Details of Destination response and policies for COVID-19 management
for discussion
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SESSION PLAN
Timing

Content and Topics

30 mins

Overview of the Impacts
of COVID-19

Reacting to COVID-19:
Discussion of the needs
of proactive crisis
management
30 mins

60 mins

Review of current
and potential future
management of
information and trade/
consumer relations
Planning for improved
information hub:
• List of obstacles/
policy changes
required
• Structure and
resources required
• Research and data
needs

Attendee Actions

Resources and Function

Presentation Materials

Participatory
discussion
Identifying potential
challenges and
opportunities
for improved
information
management

Active discussion
and involvement in
formulation of a plan

Presentation Materials
Local examples

White Boards/ Flip Charts
Active Facilitation/Report
writing

Draft Structure for Task Force

Outcomes:

Draft Summary of Action Plan for:
• Information Hubs and Systems
• Defined Roles and Responsibilities
• Research and Trade Survey Outlines

•

Basic Draft of Budget/Workplan needs for Recovery Planning/Strategies

Link to Next
Session:

Phase Shift from React to Rethink
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SESSION II:
RETHINKING MARKETING
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SESSION II

The cessation of travel and lockdown periods in destinations around the world, smart destination
managers and travel businesses are investing their available time, research and budget into restrategizing towards recovery. This means more than simply facilitating reopening in the expectation
that business will return to where it was in 2019.
One of the most important first steps is a mindset shift that tourism is extremely unlikely to return to
where it was pre-COVID-19. Travel has fundamentally changed and travellers are starting to come to
grips with this new environment. Troublingly, some early research is suggesting that the more travellers
are exposed to the new protocols in action, the less willing they are to travel, with recent consumer
research from Deloitte showing a decline in interest in travelling as travel reopens.
A critical component of recovery will be the need to rapidly COVID-19 re-inject cash flow into the
business sector and identify the ‘first phase’ priority channels that will deliver business, starting with
domestic and expanding progressively through regional to international. This will mean considering the
changing demographics of travel caused by COVID-19 particularly demographic and potential increased
ADRs and spend due to increased operational costs of COVID-19 protocols.
Real recovery will require planning, strategy and phased action, and will come from DMOs working with
trade and their partners in participatory forums to address the following:
Situational Analysis: Where will your first guests come from? What are your options for domestic and
regional business? What are your options for price and package incentives?
Market Research: Who are the domestic, regional and longer haul intrepid travelers willing to travel?
What is their profile? What is their consideration for your business over competitors? What channels are
critical for reaching them?
Product Audit and Development: What are the key experiences, standards and preferences available
to these demographics and what rich experiential content needs to be developed to appeal to them.
As people gain confidence in travelling again and clients return, destinations should shift to a mid-term
response. This will mean a phased transition away from only a regional and domestic market focus on
mid to the longer haul intrepid traveller market seeking opportunities for reasonable prices and offers.
To develop these markets, the involvement of trade and especially SMEs is critical to facilitate this
work closely with receptive operators, international tour operators and airlines to develop compelling,
competitive packages. They can also help to identify travel agents and OTAs to price and promote these
packages.
Ensure your marketing has a strong focus on digital, experiential content and the aggregation,
purposing and repurposing of rich user generated, earned, and paid content for use in direct to
consumer marketing.
Source previous guest experiences, reviews and testimonials from the trade to reintroduce your
destination to the market.
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REVIEW AND PRIORITIZE PRODUCTS AND EXPERIENCES
Triage means making difficult decisions to give prioritized support and resources to those who are
most likely to survive. This approach is essential to ensuring that a restart is effective and sustainable
and revives the tourism economy so that others may potentially survive and thrive. We also need to
realistically consider that not all tourism businesses will survive this period, even with bailouts and
public sector support. Investment into promotion of products, channels and to markets that may not be
viable in this environment can be a waste of resources.
An audit of all products and experiences available in the destination to assess those that are best suited
to this new environment needs to be undertaken.
This should consider the practicality of these experiences within the newly established protocols
and the appeal to potential first travellers, especially focusing on scale, volume of visitors and social
distance of experience.

CHANNEL/PLATFORM REVIEW
Work with the trade to use the period of lockdown, business closure and reduced business to undertake
a Triage based complete review of all offline and online marketing (including cooperative marketing
with partners) Revaluate and assess all of the channels currently used and available to the trade
to assess their past performance and consider how these may be impacted by this crisis. Identify
opportunities for less focus on certain channels that may not be as useful and increase investment and
further development with channels that will continue to deliver during recovery. Use these channels as
promotional and co-op partners where possible.

MARKET SEGMENTATION TO PRIORITIZE RECOVERY
Having a well-defined and segmented audience for your content and identified priority channels as
above is always vital, especially when targeting content to particular audiences as part of a campaign
for recovery.
However, we are still learning the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on travellers, and previous travel
demographics and audiences for content are not what they once were. Use the same Triage approach to
review your potential markets and reconsidering them based on:
Risk Categories: How at risk are your potential clients to infection based on their age and health status?
Those at higher risk of infection (In general: over 65 years of age and with health issues) will be less likely
to consider travel in the short to medium term.
Ability to Travel: Certain countries have imposed travel restrictions, mandatory quarantines for
travellers and other limits on their own citizens. These restrictions, combined with those of your own
country, may make some markets not viable as travel will be too difficult.
Propensity to Travel: While travellers may not be in a high risk group for travel or restricted by
regulations, they may have been impacted by the crisis in terms of loss of wealth, reduced income and
travel time because of home schooling children or caring for at risk relatives.
It is worth researching and reviewing your target markets and identifying, profiling and segmenting
audiences into a database of carefully defined profiles. This should be done for multiple profiles and
markets with multiple audiences created for specific experiences and products.
This demographic information and profiling can be shared with your industry stakeholders via
corporate websites and training seminars.
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ACTIONS:

•

Review current marketing strategies and plans, and marketing approach

•

Clearly establish protocols in agreement with the trade

•

Develop plans to minimize further risks to the destination

•

Identify potential opportunities for the destination

•

Conduct a Triage based evaluation of Products based on protocols

•

Conduct a Triage based evaluation of Channels, Airlines and Operators based on
air access, restrictions and trends

•

Conduct a Triage based evaluation of Markets and Demographics based on air
access, restrictions and trends

•

From this, prioritize products and experiences

•

Undertake prioritized market segmentation to identify potential ‘intrepid’ and the
most resilient travellers with the highest propensity to be among the first to return
to travel—includes a review of the domestic and regional tourism source markets
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SESSION PLANNING
INSTRUCTOR/MODERATOR:
Topics: Rethinking Marketing Strategy (Markets and Channels)
Duration of Session (2 Hours of Guided Discussion and Modelling):
Audience:		

DMO

		

Trade/Sectoral Association

Both

Session Summary: This session shifts focus from the React Phase to Rethinking the
Destination Strategy looking specifically at Markets and Channels to begin building a Path to
Purchase (P2P) model
Objectives: In order to start practically planning disregard recovery strategy, the attendees
will work through a Triage based approach to evaluating their products, markets and
distribution channels to create prioritized elements that can then be positioned into a path to
purchase model.
Desired Outcomes:

•
•
•
•
•

List of Prioritized First Tier Products for Promotion
List of Prioritized First Tier Markets for Promotion including demographics
List of Prioritized and viable First Tier Distribution Channels
Basic P2P model drafted
List of Tier 2 elements for further support

Teaching Methods: Guided Discussion and Plan building with use of a P2P model
Base Requirement for Attendees:

•
•
•

DMO Management Roles
Members of the Trade working in Partnership with the DMO
Supporting Agencies

Resources Required:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Presentation Materials as provided
Pre-COVID-19 Market Data
Arrivals
Spend
Travel Types
Previous Marketing Campaigns and Audiences
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SESSION PLAN
Timing

Content and Topics

10 mins

Discussion of key
elements of Recovery
Plan

30 mins

Guided discussion
Discussion/Evaluation of
and progressive
products (basic audit)
evaluation

Resources and Function

Attendee Actions

Access to product
databases

Access to arrivals and spend
data
30 mins

Discussion/Evaluation
of Markets and
Demographics (basic
audit)

Guided discussion
and progressive
evaluation

Source Market Data
Social media audience/user
data
Trade Sourced Booking data

30 mins

20 mins

Guided discussion
Discussion/Evaluation of
and progressive
Channels (basic audit)
evaluation

Joint drafting of basic
path to purchase model
aligning prioritized
elements (as above)

Access to arrivals and
spend data
Source Market Data
Trade sourced booking data

Guided model design White Boards/ Flip Charts

Draft First Tier Priorities for Recovery Strategy including:

Outcomes:

•
•
•

Products
Markets/Demographics
Channels

First draft Path to Purchase model as core for Recovery Strategy

Link to Next
Session:

Phase Shift continuing with Rethinking of Content purposed to channel to fully
expand the P2P in the next session
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SESSION III: RETHINKING
CONTENT AND THE PATH
TO PURCHASE
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After using a Triage approach to prioritize:

•
•
•

Products
Markets/Demographics
Channels

These now should be modelled into a ‘Path to Purchase’ model that can be a central part of the
recovery strategy.

CONVERSION/PATH TO PURCHASE MODELLING
Working with the trade, a new optimized fulfillment and conversion model can be created to engage
traffic with DMO campaigns and converted into measurable results, including referrals of enquiries and
bookings to the trade.
To do this, look historically at how traffic has been converted online and review existing and potential
trade booking partners, OTAs and tour operators to those who are open to and have resources for
promotions, packaging and special offers.

PRIORITIZING DIGITAL
One of the definite impacts of the COVID-19 crisis has been the acceleration of digital dominance
of media, business and sales. During lockdown periods, internet use spiked around the world as
online channels became a lifestyle resource for access to content, purchase of goods and business
communication. This elevated the revenue and level of adoption of platforms such as Zoom and
Amazon.
This has meant that demographics that were traditionally offline consumer or resistant to digital have
now become digital adopters.
More than ever, digital is now a priority platform for both destinations, and businesses as they move
towards recovery.
As the model is created, priority should be given to digital first.

CONTENT REVIEW/ CONTENT REPURPOSING
With your revised market profiles and refined path to purchase model for referral to trade it is also worth
reviewing the content used in your marketing and assign this to each step of the path.
Content should be appealing to your identified priority demographics but also reassuring and positive
about reopening and travel, without being overtly focused on hygiene and protocols. These should be
an assumption, not a marketing message.
Reassess content and curate, purpose and repurpose content Identify which content can be used for
multiple purposes and for which segments and audiences. Use the following as a guideline for using
online channels.
Careful preparation and planning during this process will ensure survival of the sector and speed
eventual recovery.
This model will also need to be phased to adapt and evolve as travel restarts. Consider the needs for
content and channels in the three key phases:
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React: Use digital measurement and analytic resources to accurately gauge the situation. Threat
assessments will identify immediate sources of negative content to be addressed: Panicked
travellers, those in the cancellation process, trade seeking blame and sources of misinformation and
disinformation. An audit of available information will identify critical channels for both positive and
negative content and create a messaging plan and strategy to boost positive content. This will mean
identifying positive ambassadors (health and travel experts, trade leaders and most importantly, those
who are still travelling) and a content plan for delivering this messaging to the right audiences via the
right channels.
Rethink: Those content channels that work well for positive marketing and promotion are no longer
an immediate resource and using them can now backfire. Facebook has become a stream of unfiltered,
confusing news stories, panic and concern. Instagram has become dominated by memes and content
about the crisis. The traditional offline media is even more negatively skewed. A short term strategy
is needed to identify and focus on travel specific channels and editorial that can be targeted to newly
identified and digitally profiled target segments that are resilient and open and able to travel. This
should include delivery of access to special offers and deals that are connected to sources of trusted
positive information. Critical at this time is generation of positive experiential content from those who
are travelling and the trade and the use of purpose driven social aggregation is vital.
Recover: Medium to long term planning to return to growth will be driven by purposing and repurposing
experiential content created during the crisis period and gradually targeting this via optimized channels
to former and new segments with product offerings. It is critical that is is done strategically via a risk
assessment to weight market segments into a prioritized plan for re-engagement that avoids price
dumping and sales wars while returning to market. This will need a strategy for yield protection and a
phased process to re-establish the destination brand online.

ACTIONS:

•

Map a path to purchase using the results of the Triage process

•

Use data driven estimates for Phasing the roll out of this model

•

Assign content needed for each stage of the path and ensure that this is sourced and
available

•

Work with the trade to agree where action and ownership of each stage lies between
public and private sector
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SESSION PLANNING
INSTRUCTOR/MODERATOR:
Topics: Rethinking Marketing Strategy (Content and Path to Purchase)
Duration of Session (1 Hour Presentation and 1 Hour guided discussion):
Audience:		

DMO

		

Trade/Sectoral Association

Both

Session Summary: This session now expands the base Path to Purchase Model by identifying
content needed by purpose throughout the path, and where engagement points will lead
potential visitors
Objectives:

•
•
•
•

Reviewing existing Destination Content that can serve the needs of a recovery
strategy
Identifying content gaps for development/production
Introducing an improved means of content management
Expanding the P2P to include content and platforms for publication, engagement
and referral

Desired Outcomes:

•
•
•

Content Audit
Draft Content Management plan/system
Articulated P2P for use in Recovery Strategy and Campaign building

Teaching Methods: Guided use of Auditing Model and P2P model
Base Requirement for Attendees:

•
•
•

DMO Management Roles
Members of the Trade working in Partnership with the DMO
Supporting Agencies

Resources Required: Presentation Materials and Content Audit forms/model
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SESSION PLAN
Timing

Content and Topics

Content Auditing of
existing content for
recovery
60 mins

Gap analysis of required
content

Guided discussion
and progressive
evaluation

Drafting of Content
Management System

60 mins

Engagement points for
channels and platforms
identified
Corresponding Phasing
Plan

Draft Content
management plan/
system
Outcomes:

Link to Next
Session:

Draft of core model for
use in building Recovery
plans and campaigns

Access to and examples
of Destination and trade
content and User Generated
Content
Corporate communications
material and available COVID
information

Prioritized elements (as
above)

Progressive expansion of
P2P model to include:
Content by Purpose

Resources and Function

Attendee Actions

Access to past campaign
analytics
Guided discussion
and progressive
evaluation

Source Market Data
Social media engagement
data
Trade Sourced Analytic data
Seasonality Overview

Active Facilitation/Report
writing

Taking this tool forward
to recovery planning in
next session
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SESSION IV:
DEVELOPING
A RECOVERY PLAN
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Using the assembled results of all of the audits and the draft Path to Purchase (P2P) model, we can now
begin to draft a recovery plan by expanding the P2P into a fully-fledged plan.
This should be done by first agreeing all of the final ‘First Tier’ priorities agreed in the first sessions and a
final review of the P2P model.
From this, we can move to an initial session to review available budgets and timelines for reopening and
market access (including consideration of seasonality).
With this plan in mind, we can discuss suggested campaigns using the P2P model as a core. This should
ideally be followed by a series of planning forums with all of the players and partners represented within
the P2P and using this as a guide to create timelines, budget allocations, measurement metrics and
actions which should include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Content Strategies
Digital Marketing Strategies
Domestic Campaigns
Regional Campaigns
Targeted Niche Campaigns
Airline and Tour Operator Cooperative Marketing Campaigns
PR and Communication Plans

Previous campaign analytic data should be used within these discussions.
As these campaigns are developed, they should each be reviewed using the 6 C Model which is a
checklist for the 6 key ingredients of all successful campaigns, now adapted for recovery:
Communication: The COVID-19 outbreak saw a major crisis of access to reliable and accurate
information, and subsequent loss of control of messaging for both destinations and businesses.
The core of a recovery plan needs to be grounded in communication planning. This includes a solid
communication plan combined with a marketing strategy focused on communicating clear messages for
both practical reassurance and market appeal, and recognizing that online is more than ever the most
effective tool for targeted delivery.
Content: Content is more important than ever, as 2020 has seen a huge increase in consumption
of content, particularly online. As potential travellers now consider travelling again, there is fresh
demand for a high volume and variety of appealing content about destinations, experiences and
travel businesses. This has to be appealing, targeted and should reaffirm safe protocols without overly
focusing on them or making travel seem unappealing. As travel resumes, ambassadorial content
generated by your clients will be critical for reassuring and rebuilding markets. Content should be
audited to identify available and appropriate market ready content and identify gaps were content will
need to be produced and sourced.
Clients: Using a Triage process, we can now identify which markets are still viable (including domestic,
regional and international) and which products and experiences are best placed to resume travel. We
can now create new priority recovery markets and the target demographics within those markets and
which products are best suited to these travellers in the current climate, and outline plans for gradual
return of other past and potential new markets in the future.
Channels: With our priority recovery markets identified, we can now allocate ideal content and
products to each and audit which channels are still viable and the most effective for connecting the
content to clients, for information, engagement and conversion. A complete audit and review should
incorporate websites, social media, multimedia, mobile, email and direct and intermediary sales
channels.
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Conversion: In order to restart travel effectively we need to revive business by initiating business and
injecting revenue into the sector. So as we start engaging with markets the focus must be on driving
conversions to sales and travel as readily and simply as possible, in a way that is measurable and
manageable.
Coming Back: The first wave of restarted travel will be unique to the circumstances and may not be
sustainable or replicable, but will be an opportunity to explore new markets and way of business and to
discover new markets and turn new clients into future repeat visitors.
So as you plan your recovery strategy, think about how you need to change and the resources you need
to achieve this cycle:
Communicating the best possible content through a variety of channels direct to the best value clients
and converting their interest into a sale, then keep them coming back.
A final discussion should include and incorporate lessons learned from 2020 and some positive
opportunities now available to build back better and improve the destination.
At the end of the session all of the above should be compiled into presentation format to take to trade
for review sessions.

ACTIONS:

•

Confirm and agree the P2P Structure and key partnerships

•

Create Phases, Campaigns and Budgets using this model

•

Consider short-haul, domestic, regional campaigns first and then begin recovery of
longer haul source markets

•

Review all Campaigns using the 6 C plan

•

Plan for Reviews and constant measurement
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SESSION PLANNING
INSTRUCTOR/MODERATOR:
Topics: Building a Recovery Strategy and Campaign Plan
Duration of Session (2 Hours of Guided Discussion and Review):
Audience:		

DMO

		

Trade/Sectoral Association

Both

Session Summary: Using the materials from the previous sessions, a customized recovery
plan is now progressively built with specific targeted campaigns

Objectives:

•
•
•

Understanding of why a P2P model is essential for recovery planning
Considering timeframes for recovery and strategic allocations of budgets and
resources
Use of best practice review for campaign building

Desired Outcomes:

•
•
•

Draft Broad Strategic Recovery Plan built from the P2P model
Draft Campaign plan to available budgets and within planned phases
‘6 C’ review of Campaign Plans

Teaching Methods: Guided Discussion and Review
Base Requirement for Attendees:

•
•
•

DMO Management Roles
Members of the Trade working in Partnership with the DMO
Supporting Agencies

Resources Required: P2P model and Presentation Materials
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SESSION PLAN
Timing

15 Mins

Content and Topics

Review of previous
sessions and agreement
of P2P model and
Prioritized actions

Resources and Function

Attendee Actions

Guided discussion
and progressive
evaluation

Final reports and models
from previous sessions

Campaign Planning using
agreed budgets
Review of phasing and
timing of campaigns
including:

45 mins

•

Sustainable Content
Strategies

•

Digital Marketing
Strategies

•

Domestic Campaigns

•

Regional Campaigns

•

Targeted Niche
Campaigns

•

Airline and Tour
Operator Cooperative
Marketing Campaigns

•

PR and
Communication Plans

45 mins

Campaign planning/
review using the ‘6C’
model

15 mins

Final Discussion/review
and way ahead

Final reports and models
from previous sessions
Guided discussion
and progressive
evaluation

White Boards/ Flip Charts
Active Facilitation/Report
writing

‘6C’ model

Draft Recovery Plan
Budget and Phasing Plan
Outcomes:

Campaign Plans
Final draft ready for presentation to trade and partners
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Destination COVID Response
Reacting and Responding to the Crisis
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COVID-19
A Global Phenomenon

Speed

Scope

COVID-19 moved from an initial
Chinese problem to a global health
crisis within less than a month and
continues to outpace estimates

The effect of the pandemic has been
unprecedented and has impacted
economies, businesses and society
at every level

Scale
With cases from the poorest people
on earth to Leaders of Nations, there
is now almost no human in earth that
has not been touched by the crisis
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TAKING STOCK
The Impact of COVID-19 on Travel
•

There has never been a crisis like this before

•

Nobody was adequately prepared for this

•

Our Sector has effectively shut down

•

WTTC projects over 100 Million Jobs lost

•

Financial losses still mounting

•

Consumer Spending and Traveller
Confidence eroded to an all time low

•

Huge impact on personal wealth and
disposable income for travel in most markets
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EARLY LEARNINGS
Accepting New Realities
•

This is an Existential Crisis

•

This will not end quickly or have a defined
ending

•

Travel will fundamentally change: The Sector
will not resume as it was before and the 2019
strategy won’t work

•

Every Destination is now a Start Up

•

Airlines, tour operators and visitors will
prioritize Destinations with a plan in place
before recovery, not creating one at the time
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EARLY LEARNINGS
Accepting New Realities
•

Destinations need a long term plan

•

Both marketing and management need ti be reconsidered

•

Previous crisis plans and strategies did not work

•

This is not a short term crisis that can be contained and isolated

•

This is a global phenomenon that has changed the world and
travel completely
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BARRIERS TO TRAVEL
Real and Perceived
Real Barriers:
•
•
•
•
•

Closed Borders
Complex Procedures and Protocols
Compulsory and Enforced Quarantine
Costs of Extra Logistics
Loss of Wealth and Disposable Income

Perceived Barriers:
• Confusing, unclear and negative messages about travel
• Concerns about Risk
• Media hysteria about the Pandemic
• Changing Policies
• Anecdotal and sensational social media
• Seeing Travel as risky and unpleasant
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OVERCOMING FEAR
The Biggest Barrier to Travel is Lack of Confidence
Two Major Barriers
1. Travellers fear travel—both fear of COVID and fear of being quarantined
and stranded
2. Locals fear travellers—risk of introducing COVID into Communities
Overcoming both of these is long term and gradual
Only 26% of international travellers feel safe flying
Only 33% feel safe in a hotel
21% actively searching for travel deals
Only 1 in 5 is planning a trip in the next three months

Deloitte State of Consumers July 2020
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AVOIDING SELF DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
Things to NOT Do

•
•
•
•

Wait and See
Wait for a vaccine or
cure
Wait until we see what
our competitors do
Wait for a foolproof
guaranteed solution

•
•

•

•
Process and
Procedure stops us
from being proactive
We’ll be dictated by
Global Policies
Let’s create multiple
levels of discussion
that works to multiple
schedules
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•
•
•
•
•

We can Market our
way out of this
Hand the crisis to an
agency
Let the failing trade
overly influence
decisions
Try and resume 2019
Plans
Show Protocols over
Products
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DEVELOP AND
ADAPT TIMELINES
Have a broad time frames that can incorporate shifting phases

Easing
Restrictions

Domestic
Travel

Flight
Resumption

FITs
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BUILD ACTIVITIES ALIGNED TO
PROTOCOLS INTO PHASES
Develop these into shareable information
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CREATE A PLAN
Use Data to create a Phased Plan

•

Invest time and effort into building a plan
for reopening

•

Ensure that this is flexible and can be
adaptable to change

•

Make use of PATA CRC’s online planner
resource

•

This will create a baseline for planning

•

This plan becomes the Management base
for Marketing strategies
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CRC Planner
Guided Demonstration
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EXPAND INTO STRATEGY
From this base build a Strategic Plan

• This should be in 3 distinct Phases:
• React
• Rethink

• Recover
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React
Managing Impacts
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INFORMATION
IS CAPITAL
People are Consuming COVID Information Online:

Edelman Trust
Barometer 2020
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CREDIBILITY IS
CAPITAL
Concerns about Information

Edelman Trust
Barometer 2020
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BUILD A RESOURCE
Meeting the Needs of the Crisis

Create a Communication Plan and Structure with
policies

Create Official Channels of communication not
consumer channels and use associations for
dissemination

Create an Online Resource Hub and link to trusted
partners, don’t reinvent the wheel

Resource Building
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WORK
TOGETHER
There is greater trust in Public-Private Sector Partnerships

Edelman Trust
Barometer 2020
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PROVIDING INFORMATION
Becoming a Credible Source of Information

01

Build Credibility
Provide Credible Information to Trade, Prospective Travellers and
Government is your Main Asset
.

02

Secure Information
Be sure to Fact Check and Vet everything and check your sources

03

Reliable Sources
Identify and build relationships with Accurate and trusted Sources
and create knowledge exchange with trade and media

Provide Updated Information for ‘Now’

Becoming a Hub

04

Practice Ephemeral Messaging- once information or situations
change, delete your previous messaging from online platfoms and
search
.
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PROACTIVE PLANNING
Develop Action Plans to Address the Following:

Lack of accurate data and intelligence

Closure of tourism sites, attractions and businesses

Managing Reduction, closure and planned re-openings
of air routes

Disruption and cancellations in the MICE sector

Managing cancellations and disruptions of leisure and
business travel and their implications

Loss of business and potential bankruptcy of tour
operators already managing with narrow margins of
profitability and subsequent economic collapse and loss
of business and resultant unemployment and economic
uncertainty
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PROACTIVE PLANNING
Develop Action Plans to Address the Following:

Loss of key source markets that have sustained
destinations and products

Need for leadership for the trade and stakeholders to
provide support, solutions and strategy

Need to hold and manage stakeholder and partner
forums

Need to explore and lobby for Government support
increased budgets, economic stimulus
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ACTION PLAN
Next Steps

Creating PPP based
task forces to
regularly meet,
assess and manage
the situation on the
ground

Develop a portal with
updated
comprehensive
destination
information,
recommendations
and direction to the
tourism industry and
other key
stakeholders with
frequent updates

Hold online trade
engagement and
surveys locally and
internationally to
gain real-time
intelligence
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Create an immediate
digital campaign to
amplify social media
content to retain
engagement and
keep the destination
top of mind for future
travel

Set aside time,
human resources
and budget for
recovery strategy
planning

,
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Rethinking Strategy
Products, Markets and Channels
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Rethink
Strategy
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FIRST STEPS
Establishing Baselines
Situational Analysis: Where will your first guests
come from? What are your options for domestic and
regional business? What are your options for price
and package incentives?
Market Research: Who are the domestic, regional
and longer haul intrepid travelers willing to travel?
What is their profile? What is their consideration for
your business over competitors? What channels are
critical for reaching them?

Product Audit and Development: What are the
key experiences, standards and preferences
available to these demographics and what rich
experiential content needs to be developed to appeal
to them.
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PRODUCTS AND EXPERIENCES
Triage Audit
• Focus First Phase on products that can and will
reopen first
• Outdoor Adventures, Small Resorts, Hiking Trails
etc over mass tourism products
• Take stock of these products- which are going to
work for you during Recovery?
• Some products may be reviewed through the
prism of pandemic protocols: Buffets, Cruise
Ships, Shared Economy accommodation
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PRODUCTS AND EXPERIENCES
Use Risk and Protocol to Prioritize Products
• Use Protocols and Global best Practice to
determine viability of products
• Consider:
• Activities
• Accommodation
• Services and Facilities
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CHANNELS
Triage Audit
• Which distribution channels and air carriers are at
financial risk and may not return or will delay
return?
• How many are dependent on volume?
• How many of your stakeholders can survive
without stimulus? Who is at most risk?
• Which Operators and channels may not return?
• Which market segments may not be willing or
able to travel?
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MARKETS
Triage Audit
• Evaluate Markets based on:
Risk Categories: How at Risk are your potential clients to
infection based on their age and health status? Those at
higher risk of infection (In general: over 65 years of age
and with health issues) will be less likely to consider travel
in the short to medium term.
Ability to Travel: Certain countries have imposed travel
restrictions, mandatory quarantines for travellers and other
limits on their own citizens. These restrictions, combined
with those of your own country, may make some markets
not viable as travel will be too difficult.
Propensity to Travel: While travellers may not be in a
high risk group for travel or restricted by regulations, they
may have been impacted by the Crisis in terms of loss of
wealth, reduced income and travel time by home schooling
children or caring for at risk relatives.
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MARKETS
Triage Audit
• Profile each of these Priority Markets through the
Pandemic Prism:

•
•
•
•
•

Case Volumes by Source Country
Age Ranges
Employment including Sectoral impacts
Access to Support and Furloughs
Political and Personal resistance to restrictions
and lockdowns
• Consumption of Travel Media
• Adventure and Outdoor interests and hobbies
• Online Travel and Adventure communities
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BUILDING A STRATEGY
Products – Channels - Markets
Build Database of Priority Products

01

Create an active database of priority products and ensure
they are accessible and bookable
.

Build Database of Viable and Active Channels

02

Prioritize viable and lucrative channels for first sales and
build phased campaigns to drive business via these
channels

Target Demographics

03

Build Demographic profiles, and audiences for direct and
intermediary targeting by campaigns

Support for Next Phase Travel

Bring them Together

04

Develop parallel plans to provide support to rebuilding
more challenged products and businesses including
potential transition out of the tourism sector
.
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MAP THE ‘PATH TO
PURCHASE’
Use the Visitor Journey Model to layout the Path to Purchase for the first wave of travel

Develop a Broad Destination P2P Model and then specific detailed models for each
new Market
©2020 Pacific Asia Travel Association
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Captive
Audiences
Markets are Depressed,
Demoralized and Dreaming of
Travel
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KEEPING MARKETS
ENGAGED
During this period of strategization and loss of tourism keep your key markets engaged

Use virtual and live content to keep markets engaged with engaging content that
highlights active, outdoor and protocol friendly experiences
©2020 Pacific Asia Travel Association
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DEVELOP TACTICAL RESOURCES
More than Just Branding

Use this content as a Tactical Resource for future
strategy

Measure all engagement and responses to the content
to learn what works and what doesn’t in this new
environment

Use incentives to drive all engaged audiences into
direct marketing databases for first wave campaigns

Measure, Manage and Market
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ACTION PLAN
Next Steps

Retain Engagement
now to build Tactical
resources for Market
Recovery in future

Conduct Triage
Audits for:
• Products
• Channels
• Markets

Review all strategic
elements through the
prism of the
pandemic and
protocols
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Build all of these
elements into a
prioritized strategic
plan and a ‘Path to
Purchase’ Model

Create plans to
develop and improve
products for a
gradual return to
business including
transitioning some
away from the sector
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Rethinking Destination
Marketing
Creating a Path to Purchase and Purposing Content
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Rethink
Path to Purchase Modelling
and Content Structure
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USING P2P AS A STRATEGY
PLANNING TOOL
Use the initial Channel Driven Model as a Base
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IDENTIFYING CONTENT NEEDS
Different Content for Different Purposes
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DEFINING
PURPOSE
These categories can be used to create a content plan
identifying content sources and partners and a labelling
system to be used in aggregation, management and
publication of content:
Inspirational: Social Media Content, Video, Photos,
Online Media, CPI Ads (Impressions)
Informative: Social Media, Destination Websites,
Reviews, Live Broadcasts, Search, CPI Ads
(impressions)
Practical: Search, Trade Websites, Trade Content,
MetaSearch (Price Comparison), Messaging
Applications, CPC Ads (Cost per Click) Co-op Marketing
Functional: Booking Engines, OTAs, Airlines, ECommerce, Flight Bookers, CPC Ads (Cost per Click),
Co-op Marketing
Shareable: Social Media, Location Based Services,
Tags, Checkins, Mobile Apps, ID Marketing (In
Destination)
Ambassadorial: #Social Aggregation, Reviews, Social
Media, Online Media/PR, Native Content
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CREATING ENGAGEMENT
Content will Create Engagement with Different Sectors
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PLATFORMS
Engagement will take place in Different Locations and should be linked Accordingly
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A MODEL FOR CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT
The first step is to look at all available content that the DMO
requires and content that it has access to, and to group these.
The guideline below identifies three distinct types of content (some
content may fall into more than one category, in which case they
fall into the overlapped areas.
These three areas are:
A) Content that visitors will now want and need: This may be
identified by market research data, popular content on the
destination website, content requested by potential visitors and
the media and by social media metrics.
B) Existing Content: Content available and accessible to the DMO.
This means content produced, stored and managed in house
C) DMO Marketing Messages: Key messages and strategic
campaign messages that define the brand and destination
according to policies, that may be directed by official policy,
statements and statements.
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CONTENT MANAGEMENT
With the content table now formed, it becomes a
resource for creating an action plan to develop a
content management system that will enable much
more effective digital content marketing.
The content management system can be structured
by:
1. Creation of content needed to meet potential
consumer demand
2. Refining marketing messages to align them with
targeted audiences
3. Aggregate together the best and most appropriate
content from DMO and Trade partnerships
4. Edit, store and manage repositories of content for
potential future campaigns
5. Find alternate media and corporate channels for
trade and Government relations and communication
including COVID Advisories
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MAKE A PLAN TO:
Map a path to purchase using the results of the Triage
process
Use data driven estimates for Phasing the roll out of
this model
Assign content needed for each stage of the path and
ensure that this is sourced and available
Work with the trade to agree where action and
ownership of each stage lies between public and
private sector
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PHASING CONTENT NEEDS
This model will also need to be phased to adapt and
evolve as travel restarts. Consider the needs for
content and channels in the three key phases:
React: Use digital measurement and analytic
resources to accurately gauge the situation. Threat
assessments will identify immediate sources of
negative content to be addressed: Panicked travellers,
those in the cancellation process, trade seeking blame
and sources of misinformation and disinformation. An
audit of available information will identify critical
channels for both positive and negative content and
create a messaging plan and strategy to boost positive
content. This will mean identifying positive
ambassadors- health and travel experts, trade leaders
and most importantly, those who are still travelling and
a content plan for delivering this messaging to the right
audiences via the right channels.
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PHASING CONTENT NEEDS
Rethink: Those content channels that work well for
positive marketing and promotion are no longer an
immediate resource and using them can now backfire.
Facebook has become a stream of unfiltered,
confusing news stories, panic and concern. Instagram
has become dominated by memes and content about
the crisis. The traditional offline media is even more
negatively skewed. A short term strategy is needed to
identify and focus on travel specific channels and
editorial that can be targeted to newly identified and
digitally profiled target segments that are resilient and
open and able to travel. This should include delivery of
access to special offers and deals that are connected
to sources of trusted positive information. Critical at
this time is generation of positive experiential content
from those who are travelling and the trade and the
use of purpose drive social aggregation is vital.
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PHASING CONTENT NEEDS
Recover: Medium to long term planning to return to
growth will be driven by purposing and repurposing
experiential content created during the crisis period
and gradually targeting this via optimized channels to
former and new segments with product offerings. It is
critical that is is done strategically via a risk
assessment to weight market segments into a
prioritized plan for re-engagement that avoids price
dumping and sales wars while returning to market.
This will need a strategy for yield protection and a
phased process to re-establish the destination brand
online.
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ACTION PLAN
Next Steps

Agree the baseline
P2P and share it with
a trade task force and
review

Expand the P2P
model to identify
Content Purposes,
categories and
sources

Map key engagement
points through the
PPP and identify who
will be engaged with
and where
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Carry out detailed
Content audit
including gap
analysis

Create and Formalize
a Complete Content
Management System
and Plan

,
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Building a Strategy
Creating a Sustainable Recovery Strategy
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Recover
Sustaining Recovery
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FORMALIZING THE STRATEGY
Bringing it all Together
Finalize and Confirm P2P

01

Agree the P2P model and create supporting documents
for each section and agree date ranges for each phase
.

Identify and Agree Partnerships

02

Identify all trade and channel partners for each step of the
P2P and hold meetings to define and agree roles

Build Campaigns

03

Budget and Phase potential campaigns within the model

Create and Publish Strategy

Creating a Sustainable Plan

04

Working with the marketing team and partners agree a
flexible schedule and budget with clear deliverables and
defined measurement metrics with a scheduled review
schedule.
.
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REVIEW YOUR STRATEGY
Undertake a Complete Review of your Strategy and Campaigns

Ensure all Campaigns include the 6 Cs of and Effective recovery plan
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COMMUNICATION

The COVID-19 outbreak saw a major crisis of access
to reliable and accurate information, and subsequent
loss of control of messaging for both destinations and
businesses. The core of a recovery plan needs to be
grounded in communication planning. This includes a
solid communication plan (see our communication
resources here) combined with a Marketing strategy
focused on communicating clear messages for both
practical reassurance and market appeal, and
recognizing that online is more than ever the most
effective tool for targeted delivery.
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CONTENT

Content is more important than ever, as 2020 has seen
a huge increase in consumption of content, particularly
online. As potential travellers now consider travelling
again, there is fresh demand for a high volume and
variety of appealing content about destinations,
experiences and travel businesses. This has to be
appealing, targeted and should reaffirm safe protocols
without overly focusing on them or making travel seem
unappealing. As travel resumes, ambassadorial
content generated by your clients will be critical for
reassuring and rebuilding markets. Content should be
audited to identify available and appropriate market
ready content and identify gaps were content will need
to be produced and sourced.
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CLIENTS

Using a Triage process, we can now identify which
markets are still viable (including domestic, regional
and international) and which products and experiences
are best placed to resume travel. We can now create
new priority recovery markets and the target
demographics within those markets and which
products are best suited to these travellers in the
current climate, and outline plans for gradual return of
other past and potential new markets in the future.
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CHANNELS

With our priority recovery markets identified we can
now allocate ideal content and products to each and
audit which channels are still viable and the most
effective for connecting the content to clients, for
information, engagement and conversion. A complete
audit and review should incorporate websites, social
media, multimedia, mobile, email and direct and
intermediary sales channels.
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CONVERSIONS

In order to restart travel effectively we need to revive
business by initiating business and injecting revenue
into the sector so as we start engaging with markets
the focus must be on driving conversions to sales and
travel as readily and simply as possible, in a way that
is measurable and manageable.
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STRATIFY CAMPAIGNS
This should be done by creating a series of planning
forums with all of the players and partners represented
within the P2P and using this as a guide to create
timelines, budget allocations and actions which should
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Content Strategies
Digital Marketing Strategies
Domestic Campaigns
Regional Campaigns
Targeted Niche Campaigns
Airline and Tour Operator Cooperative Marketing
Campaigns
• PR and Communication Plans
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EXPLORE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Move Beyond Recovery to Reinvention and Renewal
Develop New Markets

01

Shift away from markets that were underperforming preCOVID and explore new markets
.

Build Back Better

02

Avoid a return to over-tourism and low yield business and
focus on smaller, mire lucrative markets and channels

Develop New Products

03

Promote Investment into new products and experiences
better suited to the emerging new global market

Become Resilient

Creating a Sustainable Plan

04

Discuss and learn from 2020 and the Destination
experience and work towards building future
preparedness and resilience
.
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ACTION PLAN
Next Steps

Confirm and agree
the P2P Structure
and key partnerships

Create Phases,
Campaigns and
Budgets using this
model

Consider short-haul,
domestic, regional
campaigns first and
then begin recovery
of longer haul source
markets
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Review all
Campaigns using the
6 C plan

Conduct Regular
reviews and constant
measurement
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